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Due to advancements in technology, consumer awareness and recent legislation changes, becoming an environmentally sustainable company has never
been so rewarding. Nascent Energy Solutions can work with your company
to demonstrate how a custom tailored green initiative can add value to your
business wiithout spending a fortune.
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Company Description
Nascent Energy Solutions provides a series of sustainable energy products to meet the needs
of commercial operations (hotels, shopping centers, warehouses, offices) and residential
(multi-family or mixed-use) developments. The business is designed to buy, own, and operate renewable energy generating projects; principally involving solar technology and continuing to explore and research other options ncluding wind and geothermal power.
Service for Customers
Our focus is to deliver to customers a renewable energy solution that accomplishes the
following objectives:
1. Reduce dependence on high-cost fossil fuel electricity in the long term;
2. Enhance our customer’s commitment to create sustainable business operations; and
3. Move customers to the forefront of the green initiative in both the operation of their business and their image as a corporate citizen.
Our Process
Nascent Energy Solutions employs a detailed turnkey process to deliver customized solutions
that convert customers into green energy businesses:
1. Perform team site assessment to evaluate a customer’s alternative energy
technology options;
2. Manage contractors in design and bid preparation to deliver comprehensive
proposal options to customer;
3. Work with customer regarding its choice to own systems or be a purchaser of
power, explaining the financial and operational considerations of both
alternatives
• In a power purchase agreement (PPA), the energy provider finances, owns, and operates an on-site technology installation which generates green renewable energy that is sold
to the customer for a determined rate and period of time;
4. Provide full project design support including architectural, engineering, and other specialty services
• Where possible we integrate with solar installations the characteristics of sustainable
design, including LEED compliance and certification for any remodeling or improvement of
existing assets in a redesign project;
5. Build out and test at completion the alternative energy solution; and
6. Develop in conjunction with customer, marketing materials and collateral to reset the
public perception as a sustainable green business.
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Unique Financial Value
With a primary focus on solar installations, Nascent Energy Solutions has developed an
expert understanding of critical financial execution details that deliver value beyond what
a traditional solar installer can provide, by evaluating:
1. Options related to state and federal tax credits and grants;
2. Certification and sale of carbon credits;
3. Certification and sale of state renewable energy credits;
4. Energy savings from substitution of solar for existing energy source;
5. Increase in resale value of real estate assets; and
6. Added sales and marketing value of green business image.
Project Execution Value
Because our model is to build, own, and operate solar or other renewable energy
installations, we employ only the highest quality and most experienced professional
contractors. In a power purchase agreement structure, not only is the access to green
energy extremely affordable for customers, the ease of execution is substantial as Nascent
Energy Solutions will assume all operating responsibilities:
1. Manage relationship with contractors for client;
2. Provide turnkey conversion of client’s energy use model from fossil fuel
electricity to sustainable solar power;
3. Monitor and maintain equipment; and
4. Guarantee equipment performance and delivery of renewable energy.
Contact Nascent Energy Solutions
For more information and project inquiries, please call one of our regional sales managers:
Northeast/Midwest/South (310) 362-4332 x216
West/Pacific (310) 362-4332 x214
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